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As you have placed your attention upon the Flame of God, accordingly 
your own God Presence has afforded me the Blessing and Opportunity 
to come closer to your lifestream, wrapping you in the Garment of my 
Christ Light swirling about you as the Rays of the Qualities of God 
Attainment that your own Mighty I AM has long desired for you to 
experience, understanding that with each Ray that streams forth from 
your own Mighty I AM, there is a purpose, a plan. As that Ray begins 
to move into the octaves and planes of consciousness to facilitate that 
desiring of the Heart of God, you will ofttimes feel movement in your 
vehicles that are closer to your outer awareness. You may be shifted 
about, ofttimes even losing your equilibrium, for you have not been 
accustomed, at least in this lifetime, to having such movement of Light 
come so close to your outer vehicles. 

It is one thing for your own Presence to affect the atmosphere about 
you by drawing forth a Consciousness and Radiance that gradually builds 
in your life. But there are also those times when Necessity demands 
a greater abundance of Power to come forth in order to produce the 
necessary changes that your Presence desires . And you must have vehicles 
prepared to receive that transfer, to stand in the strength and fortitude, 
knowing that it is right and just according to the Will of your Presence. 
You have been trained and tutored how to stand in that whirling Light 
as the current passes through you.

TM

There is a Purpose! There is a Plan!
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What I AM speaking of, blessed ones, is how you, as this outer 
vehicle of the expression of your own God Presence, can facilitate a 
greater absorption of the Light and transfer of that Light to be anchored 
in the Earth. Perhaps you have not thought yourself worthy of accepting 
such a purified, rarefied atmosphere as is the Body Consciousness of 
your Presence. And thus, you have held in abeyance the encroachment 
of this Light upon these outer vehicles when the Presence has desired 
to enfold you.  Let me, then, address that sense of unworthiness that 
might be present. 

Do you suppose for one moment that your own Mighty I AM would 
furnish you with a Heart Flame that was its own so that the Heart Flame 
could be the anchor point of the Will of the Presence, the Love of the 
Presence, the Mind of the Presence, and all of the Radiance that the 
Presence would from time to time desire to extend to your lifestream 
and then abandon you? Indeed, the Love that your Presence has for 
your lifestream is far more than you can fathom in the outer expression 
of your mind. You certainly are not able to feel with your feeling 
body the enormity of the Radiance that your Presence has desired to  
transfer to you. 

And what of the physical body? Surely, if there was the transfer of 
the Power of your own God Presence into your outer physical body, 
would you not then have the vitality, health, wholeness to maintain life 
in that physical body? This is the glorious blessing that is afforded you 
always. You are never given any more Power, any more Light, any more 
of the Pure Substance of God than you are able to withstand in your 
outer vehicles to put into active use and establish in all of the glorious 
achievement that your Presence desires for you to complete.

So put away the sense of unworthiness. Yes, you have made errors in 
judgment time and again. You have said things that you wish you had 
not. You have acted upon the mortal thoughts that you have revolved, 
which you wish that you had not. But you have likewise learned how to 
call upon the Law of Forgiveness and to allow for the Love of God to 
wash clean your garments so that you can continue to participate in the 
active expression that your Presence desires. For surely, the Presence 
knows how to imbue your outer vehicles with enough Light, with enough 
of the transfer of the Consciousness of the Mind of God to facilitate a 
Temple for itself. 
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Then what remains is your acceptance. Are you willing to accept a 
closer association with your Presence? Not merely in a passive mode, 
waiting for the Lord to bestow upon you a thought, an opportunity, 
an action that you will then carry out? You are intended to live, move, 
and be within the Presence every waking and sleeping hour of your 
life. That means that regardless of what has gone on in your day, at the 
close of that day, you are capable of placing upon the Altar of your own 
God Presence all that has gone on throughout that day, allowing the 
Presence to purify it, to guard it, to establish new patterns for you on the  
morrow — whatever is required to right the circumstance of yesterday so 
that as you awaken, it is truly a new day. You are not required to repeat 
the negative patterns that you exhibited the day before. You are desirous 
of having the transfer into your outer mind the patterns of your life’s 
Divine Blueprint that you are intended to live. 

Certainly, you would call for the transfer of the Energy, the Power of 
God into your emotional body so that you could be reinforced at every 
turn, ready to meet the need of the hour with enough Light deposited 
within the reservoir of your being so that when the Mind of God entrusted 
to your outer consciousness determined a particular action, creativity, or 
mode of expression that you were to fulfill, the teeming Energy of your 
emotional body would be ready to carry it out. You would not be found 
wanting, scurrying about wondering, “How, O Lord?” you will fulfill this 
grand design that your Presence has given unto you to complete. And 
certainly, you will have attended to the proper rest, nourishment, and 
healing of your own outer physical vehicle so that you might have that 
Body Consciousness representing your own Electronic Body here in the 
world of form — vibrant, alive, ready to be utilized to be that glorious 
vehicle of Consciousness of your own Mighty I AM. 

For many of the students who have long studied these Teachings, 
what I have conveyed to you may have seemed to be self-evident. But it 
is only self-evident as it is a Reality internalized in your actions; in the 
emotional energy that you emanate; in the thoughts that you have; how 
you cognize those thoughts; what you allow to impress upon all of your 
outer senses so that as you are threading your way through this lifetime, 
you are prepared, you are readied to receive the glorious Mind of God 
and all that is required to carry forth what has been transferred to you by 
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the Mind of God and bring it into manifestation. Is that not the purpose 
of your life — to learn how to be in full accord with your Mighty I AM 
Presence? Your vehicles of consciousness have been prepared by your 
Presence in such a way that the Heart Flame of the Presence, anchored 
in each plane of consciousness, shall act as One Heart, and thus knit 
together the whole of the fabric of you.

Do not think for one moment that merely because you decide to cut 
yourself off from the Presence at times to engage in wrong thinking, 
wrong action, wrong vibration in your life that, surely, these are harmless 
exercises, hurting no one, for you will merely remove yourself from that 
equation. You would be mistaken. For through the Heart of your Christ 
Presence, the Heart that is your own God Presence is aware of all that 
goes on within your vehicles of consciousness. Therefore, you have a 
responsibility to fulfill, to the greatest extent of your attainment, all that 
is required of you to exercise right thought, right words, and right deeds.

O blessed hearts, try though you may, there are still those with a 
nagging sense of guilt gnawing away at their life. You have already been 
taught the worthiness of your lifestream and how greatly you are loved 
by your own God Presence, not to say the entirety of the Brotherhood 
of Light. But then, what of those past transgressions that you have not 
allowed to be put into the Flame which you still carry about as guilt? Is 
that guilt worthy of your Presence when you have the tools with which 
to call forth the Rays of God Consciousness to move in, through, and 
around all such records and have them be no more, freeing you from 
forever being tethered to that record which you have carried about as guilt?

Let the Violet Flame, the Ruby Ray, and the White Light of Purity 
move actively into all of those records of guilt. And let them be no more. 
For as quickly as you will offer them up and let them go into the Flame, 
they are gone. Any lifestream could conjure up within their outer mind 
things which they could, if so desired, hold onto as negative patterns, 
but you are not required to condemn yourself and should not allow it 
to go on anymore. For this is a part of the preparation of the transfer 
of the Realms of Perfection of the Mind of God into this temple that 
you wear, allowing for the clearance of the records, the transmutation 
ongoing of the day-to-day areas of life that must be cleansed, setting the 
record straight once and for all and establishing new patterns of God 
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Identity that no longer resonate with the old habits, the old patterns, 
but are moving closer and closer to the Vibration inherent within your 
own God Presence. 

The outer mind and emotions have long ruled your life, thinking that 
they were in charge, thinking that surely the old patterns were who you 
were. And it has been a constant battle within your own conscious life, 
wrestling with what is right, what is wrong, what is just and unjust, what 
is the right vibration and what is negativity, what allows you to think 
that you could be the Mighty I AM Presence, for surely you are a part 
of the unwashed, the unclean masses. 

O blessed hearts, it is time for you to banish, once and for all, the 
carnal mind. For it has no place within the Realm of a Christ. It will 
always argue, gnashing teeth and trying to convince you that it is right, 
that it is just, when all the while it is diabolically opposed to the Christ 
Light and the Consciousness of the Christ. Does this not give you a new 
perspective of how the world is in such turmoil? Where else do you find 
this Teaching that prepares the Sons and Daughters of God to stand in 
the Light and be a Christ?  Where is that Teaching to be found if not 
at this Altar?  

Much is expected of you, as the Sons and Daughters of God, to 
awaken the world to what is right before them as a clear delineation 
between Good and evil. Oh, it has always been said there is no such thing 
as absolute evil, and rightly so; but the discordant consciousness and the 
negativity that spews out of the astral is indeed an evil concoction. And 
there are many that know not how to keep the contagion of that astral 
substance from encroaching upon their life. 

By the Grace of God, all who have come to these Teachings have 
understood that they themselves are the Temple of the Presence wherein 
the Most High is to reside. And they strive mightily to prepare the 
place to maintain the viability of the Vibration and the Consciousness 
that allows for this Garment of the enfolding Christ Light that I have 
wrapped around you this day to reinforce your own Christ Light that is 
intended to be maintained permanently.  

You are worthy. You have striven long, but the journey is not ended. 
Merely because you know of these things that are of the highest Truth 
for your lifestream does not mean that you must stop striving or that 
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you could stop striving. Your Presence deserves every erg of energy 
that you are able to muster until your last breath in each incarnation. 
The opportunities are abundant, more than you will ever be able to 
appropriate into your life. But is that not the purpose of life — for you 
to gain Mastery, to ascend in the Light, and to then have available to you 
all of the glorious Opportunity that the Heart’s desiring of your own 
God Presence has breathed upon the Breath of Life?

Think, blessed ones, how this life has seemingly been filled with the 
Grace of God. Oh, surely, you have had this bump and that turn in the 
road. But as you look at the whole of your life, has it not been glorious? 
Do you not feel grand and glorious Gratitude beyond measure for all 
that you have received? The blessings that have come about because you 
have elected to trust in the Hand of God? The expansion of your own 
awareness of God because you have had the Faith in your own Heart, 
that Heart Flame that you have grown to rely upon, that has held you 
firmly without waiver through all of your initiations, all of the cycles of 
this life?

That is the Heart of your own God Presence. It is that Heart that you 
have learned to trust and have Faith in. It is that Heart that feeds you 
with the glorious fabric of the radiance of your own Attainment in the 
Light. And it is that blessed Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence that 
you will use as the touchstone of all that you do. Not the outer mind. 
Not your emotional body. Not the way in which something responds 
to your physical body. But the Heart Flame — that Threefold Flame of 
Purity, that one and the same Heart of the Mighty I AM. 

This is where the transfer of all that you are to be and to fulfill 
within the Presence must come about. This is why that Threefold Flame 
must expand to unfurl into these outer vehicles you wear. This is why 
you purify the mind, you instill Harmony in the emotional body, you 
cleanse and nourish the physical body — so that when your Mighty  
I AM Presence desires to create within the Temple, it is creating God 
Good. And there is no question of its vibration, for it stands the test of 
time until the Presence itself may elect to call it back into its own Heart 
to be no more in these outer worlds.

I have desired to give you this Instruction so that you would have the 
time before the Easter Conclave to begin to shift your conscious awareness 
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from your outer vehicles to your higher vehicles, not putting so much 
importance upon the peccadilloes of life, those little transgressions that 
in the final scheme of your entire life will mean nothing, but put your 
attention upon the Heart of your own God Presence. That is when the 
Christs, plural, will step forth in the land. 

We expect much of you. This is why during these cycles between the 
Conclaves when there is a balance held for the Earth, we allow for the 
inbreath, for the students of the Light to rest in the receptive mode of 
that cycle that has preceded to learn how to work with the Teaching, 
the Instruction, the Consciousness, the Light so that they are prepared 
for the next cycle.

Oh, how glorious are the cycles of the springtime when the Resurrection 
Fires are drawing forth new life, new Dispensations, new Opportunity. 
Perhaps you think that you have received all of the newness that you 
could possibly utilize in one life. Many have not even remembered the 
Dispensations that have come forth. But it does not mean that they are 
not ongoing in their beneficence to your lifestream.

As you prepare for the Resurrection Flame of this Eastertide, hold 
fast to the awareness that the Perfection of God is already present and 
available to you. Every high Ideal complete with every detail, every 
dimension, as an Archetypal Pattern of The Good, is ready to be distilled 
into manifestation. For you can be that focal point of awareness of an 
Aspect of God that is already a Reality and merely needs to be anchored 
into the physical. 

You cannot begin to think with your outer mind all the possibilities 
that could be created. The outer mind is most limited, and that is by 
design. It is your Higher Mind that is unlimited because the Mind of 
God in all of its vast and glorious dimensions awaits that one point of 
penetration into the outer consciousness to be able to funnel into your 
life all that is Good.  

I, Maitreya, commend you to the glorious realization of all that is 
and all that will be in your life. 

How glorious is God Good in the vastness of the Body of THE ONE! 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lord	Maitreya
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